Join the Discussion!

We have set up a forum channel at Infinite Conversations with separate discussion threads (topics) for each of the articles in this Special Issue. Below are links to each article along with the link to its discussion thread. We invite all readers to post comments and engage in dialogue about this Issue’s content, either on these threads or on the Integral Postmetaphysical Spirituality Facebook group.

1. "Editorial Introduction to the Special Issue," by Tom Murray, Bruce Alderman, and Layman Pascal (special issue editors) [>> Discussions]
2. "Definitions of Integral Postmetaphysical Spirituality" (various contributors) [>> Discussions]
3. “Generative (En)closures, Bubbles, and Magic Circles” by Bruce Alderman [>> Discussions]
4. “Why Metaphysics Matters” by Bonnitta Roy [>> Discussions]
5. "Thus Spake Zarathustra: The First Postmetaphysical Spiritual Hero" by Layman Pascal [>> Discussions]
6. "From Capitalism to the Collaborative Commons" by Edward Berge [>> Discussions]
7. "Nonduality – Non/duality – Many-One Duality" by Oliver Griebel [>> Discussions]
9. "Can Anybody Hear?" by Layman Pascal [>> Discusisons]
12. "Romancing the Ning," reflections on the online forum, by Bruce Alderman with Layman Pascal and Edward Berge [>> Discussions]
13. Section: "Deep Dialogue in Social Media Spaces: A Brief Experiment" (various contributors) [>> Discussions]
14. Section: "Jordan Peterson's Treatment of Spirituality, Religion, Archetypes, and Metaphysics" (various contributors) [>> Discussions]
15. Poems from the Postmetaphysical Edge, by Edward Berge, Tim Winton, and Bruce Alderman [>> Discussions]
16. Visual Art with artist essay, by Dylan Thomas [>> Discussions]
17. Visual Art with commentary, by Layman Pascal and Kathryn Winter [>> Discussions]